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Abacus Mind Math Level 1 - Workboook 1 of 2 (for students):   This is a Workbook. It contains only

practice work for children/adults who are trying to learn soroban. Instructions on how to use this

workbook, how to learn soroban, and how to teach children soroban are all covered in the

Instruction book which is sold seperately under the title : Abacus Mind Math Instruction Book Level

1: Step by Step Guide to Excel at Mind Math with Soroban, a Japanese Abacus.  Level 1 has three

books; one Instruction book and two Workbooks. The Instruction book teaches adults how to use

soroban, how to introduce soroban to children and how to use the workbooks. The Workbooks 1

and 2 must be completed by the children to fully complete their Level 1 training. These books can

unfortunately not be sold in bundles due to certain rules and regulations.  Topics covered:    Basics

of Abacus  Mind Math and  Plus and Minus 1 of 5 exchange concept  Workbook 1 includes over

1375 practice problems for children to learn and master concepts introduced.  After completing this

Workbook â€“ 1 please use:  Abacus Mind Math Level 1 Workbook 2: Excel at Mind Math with

Soroban a Japanese Abacus to complete Level â€“ 1 training.  Corresponding instruction for

teachers and parents is sold separately under the title: Abacus Mind Math Instruction Book Level 1:

Step by Step Guide to Excel at Mind Math with Soroban, a Japanese Abacus  Adult Learners:    Do

you want to learn to work on the abacus and master mind math effectively? This book will be an

excellent help for adults who are learning to use the abacus and to ultimately master mind math. 

The book introduces concepts one at a time, which helps in mastering abacus and increasing speed

and accuracy effectively. Practicing mind math with this book will aid in your quest for mastery over

mind math with effortless ease.  Soroban, the Japanese abacus is a very useful visual tool that

helps children â€˜seeâ€™ numbers as beads while calculating. Soroban perfectly fits with the base

10 number system used at present and provides a systematic method (formulas) to follow while

calculating both on the tool and in the mind. Mastering of this tool will enhance your childâ€™s basic

math comprehension, speed and accuracy. In general, when children practice mind math, they get a

very important sense of achievement that helps raise their confidence as students. You can also

see an improvement in their concentration, tenacity, memory power and listening skills.
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I searched the internet high and low for a practical book that would help me teach the Soroban-the

search is over! Abacus Mind Math is the best resource I have found, and we use it everyday! Not

only is it great on its own, but I had some questions and I called the author (She put her contact info

in the book). She is extremely nice and spoke with me until I had all my questions answered. She is

currently writing the next book in the series.Regarding content: It is sequential, easy to use, and

comes with lots of practice problems.Regarding my method (incase you're new to soroban or are

looking for other ideas): We homeschool 2 girls (5 &3). I have my oldest do about 40-50min of

practice 4 times a week. I DON'T have her practice 40-50 min straight. I break it up into 3-4

segments throughout the day. The segments are listed below:Segment 1: I have her do 10

problems on her own sitting at the table, good posture, and using proper technique. She reads the

problem out of the workbook, keeps her finger on the number she is on, and with her other hand she

is moving the beads accordingly. Then she writes the answer in the book. After 10 problems, she is

off to play!Segment 2: After a good break for play 20-30 min or so, I start segment 2. This time I

hold the book and she is just sitting with her soroban at the table. I read the same problems to her

that she had just done (I check her work at this time, too; I also modify the speed I say the

numbers-just to keep her on her toes...or fingers in this case!). And she is off to play!Segment 3:

Mental math time! Again, I have the book and now she is sitting at the table with no soroban in front

of her. I ask her the same problems, only this time she has to do them in her head. We weren't

having much progress at first but the author told me to make sure she is pretending like the soroban

is right in front of her and that she is pretending to move the beads with her fingers; not

boisterously-like in the youtube videos, but just like they normally would if the soroban was right in

front of them. It's still a struggle, but she has improved and is definitely getting better.Here are a

couple bonus segments that I do:1) I play a game called BIG friends. I say a number, like 4 and she

will say 6 (b/c when you put them together they equal 10)2) I play a game called SMALL friends. I



say a number, like 4 and she will say 1 (b/c when you put them together they equal 5)This skill will

be important down the road when we encounter carry problems.3) Just have them count.4) Review

the place values (each rod corresponds to a place value: ones, tens, thousands, etc) I will also write

a number and ask her what place value is each number in.5) I will roll some dice and just keep

adding or start form a real high number and then we will start subtracting.My personal thoughts:I

bought Saxton math and their big box of manipulatives and have not touched them. I will eventually

use Saxon; however, I have no idea when that will be, because the goal is arithmetic proficiency,

and the soroban can handle it all. I have many friends that use Math U See, and I think that it is a

better program at this early stage, but again why use all those different manipulatives when you can

use one-the soroban. I picture the soroban like a musical instrument- that they will eventually be

able to play in their minds. Remember the name of the book: Abacus MIND MATH. Watch some

youtube videos of the Japanese or Indian students demonstrating their speed and accuracy with

their mental soroban.Stay consistent and keep practicing! Just do a little bit everyday and you will

see great results!

I bought the workbooks for all 3 levels. The instructions were clear. I contacted the author just to

clarify some points, and the author was very helpful.But I got the Kindle version for all 3 levels of

Abacus Mind Math Instruction Book since they were not consumable items.There are answers at

the back of the workbook, but I suggest that parents use their own abacus and go through the

exercises when reviewing their child's work.

This series of books are everything the other 5 star reviewers say it is and more.All of the SAI

Speed Math Academy books are well written, nicely illustrated, easy to read, follow and understand.

They are all well worth the price paid.It is very difficult to find a good book for learning how to use

the abacus and it is next to impossible to find any information on how to learn Anzan - the secrets of

mental speed math.SAI Speed Math Academy has done a great job of making all this information

available in this series of lessons that make learning easy and fun.This book is a workbook - a

weekly series of daily math problems and mental exercises. The instruction books are very

important because they cover the "how to do it" part of the course with easy to follow - step by step

instructions.I highly recommend all of these SAI Speed Math Academy books.

Great exercises. You could probably put these exercises together yourself for free but why would

you when this book is available?! Great way to work in new abacus skills.



This book is awesome. It has given my daughter a great start with the abacus and the visualization

technique.

The first one was fine and I like the format of the workbook. So it was natural to buy the 2nd

workbook in the series.

This is a great book for my son, 6 years old !

Great product!
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